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Abstract
We derive non-Abelian localization formulae for supersymmetric Yang-Mills-
Chern-Simons theory with matters on a Seifert manifold M , which is the three-
dimensional space of a circle bundle over a two-dimensional Riemann surface Σ, by
using the cohomological approach introduced by Ka¨lle´n. We find that the partition
function and the vev of the supersymmetric Wilson loop reduces to a finite dimen-
sional integral and summation over classical flux configurations labeled by discrete
integers. We also find the partition function reduces further to just a discrete sum
over integers in some cases, and evaluate the supersymmetric index (Witten in-
dex) exactly on S1 × Σ. The index completely agrees with the previous prediction
from field theory and branes. We discuss a vacuum structure of the ABJM theory
deduced from the localization.
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1 Introduction
The localization theorem (Duistermaat-Heckman formula) [1] (see also [2]) reduces an
integral over a symplectic manifold to a piecewise integral over isometry fixed locus. If
the fixed locus is a set of isolated points, the integral reduces further to a discrete sum.
This integral formula is so powerful and applied to various problems in mathematics and
physics. In particular, in the last decade, the localization theorem has been utilized in
physics for the evaluation of the volume of the symplectic moduli space [3, 4, 5], or the
non-perturbative corrections to the supersymmetric gauge theories [6]. More recently, the
localization theorem is applied to the exact calculation of the partition function or vev
of the Wilson loop in the supersymmetric gauge theories on a compact sphere [7, 8] and
leads the significant developments in both gauge and string theory.
The equivariant cohomology plays a key role in the proof of the localization theorem
[9]. The equivariant cohomology is constructed from the operator
dV = d+ ιV , (1.1)
which is the sum of the exterior derivative d and the interior product ιV associated with
the (Hamiltonian) vector field V . dV does not make a cohomology in a usual sense, since
dV is not nilpotent
d2V = LV , (1.2)
where LV is the Lie derivative along the vector field V . However, if we restrict the
differential forms, on which dV is acting, to the invariant ones under the Lie derivative
LV , then the dV becomes nilpotent and make a cohomology, which is called the equivariant
cohomology. The localization theorem says that the integral on the symplectic manifold,
which has the isometry generated by LV , reduces on the fixed locus of the vector field.
It is known that the physical theories equipped with the supersymmetry is closely
related to mathematical theory of the equivariant cohomology. Indeed, the square of the
supercharge generates the sum of the possible symmetries in the supersymmetric theory,
like the Poincare´ (with dilatation if theory is superconformal), gauge and R-symmetry
transformations. In this sense, we can identify the supercharges with the above dV . It
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is also natural in physics to restrict the observables on the symmetry invariant ones, in
particular the gauge invariant operators, as well as the construction of the equivariant
cohomology. It is difficult in general to use all of symmetries for the equivariant coho-
mology and localization. So we have to reduce some of symmetries by choosing specific
supercharges. This procedure is called the topological twisting and the constructed the-
ory is called the topological field theory or cohomological field theory in the sense of the
equivariant cohomology. The cohomological field theory remarkably develops itself and
has brought about many benefits in physics and mathematics like the calculation of the
topological invariants.
The other restriction of the supercharges occurs on the curved manifold. The (rigid)
supersymmetry breaks in general on the curved manifold since the (global) Poincare´ sym-
metry is broken. However, if there exist some isometries on the curved space, some
supercharges, which is the Killing spinors associated with the isometry, may still remain.
Then we can construct the equivariant cohomology by using at least one residual super-
charge. If the square of the residual supercharge generates the isometry translation (Lie
derivative) and gauge transformation, we can discuss the localization in the supersym-
metric gauge theory for the isometry and gauge invariant states by using the equivariant
cohomology. We can see clearly the meanings of the isometry fixed points and the role of
the equivariant cohomology in the localization of the supersymmetric gauge theory.
On the other hand, in the discussion of the localization in three-dimensional super-
symmetric Chern-Simons (CS) gauge theory with matters [8, 10] (see for review [11]),
the supercharge used for the localization is chosen to be nilpotent itself (Q2 = 0) while
the supercharge in the cohomological field theory generates the isometry translation. Of
course, the arguments of the localization by the nilpotent supercharge such as the 1-loop
(WKB) exactness of the partition function is precise, and the results on the partition
function and Wilson loops are exact, since their quantities are independent of the choice
of the supercharge. The localization fixed locus can be also read from the supersymmetric
transformations. There is nothing to lose in the nilpotent supercharge formulation of the
localization in the supersymmetric gauge theory on the specific manifold like S3. However
the formulation in [8] seems to relay on the specific metric on S3 although the CS theory is
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essentially topological. For other kinds of manifold which have the same topology but dif-
ferent metric as S3, the other discussions on the determinants of the harmonics are needed
[12, 13, 14]. The nilpotent supercharge does not also explain why the supersymmetric
Wilson loop along the isometry of the space is rather special in the localization.
The essential symmetry of the localization in the supersymmetric CS theory is the U(1)
isometry of the Hopf fibration of S3. The Wilson line along the U(1) isometry is special
since it preserves the isometry. Ka¨lle´n recently has pointed out there is alternative choice
of the supercharge which respects to the isometry of the manifold, and reformulate the
localization in the supersymmetric CS theory on more general three-dimensional Seifert
manifold M , which is a non-trivial circle bundle over a Riemann surface Σ and possesses
at least the U(1) isometry [15]. In his formulation, the supercharge is not nilpotent but
the square of the supercharge generates the Lie derivative along the isometry and the
gauge transformation. In this sense, this formulation is very suitable for considering the
relation to the equivariant cohomology. Indeed, the 1-loop determinants of the fields can
be determined only by the topological nature (index theorem) in this formulation. This
cohomological formulation also explains the exact partition function for the bosonic (non-
supersymmetric) CS theory on the Seifert manifold [16, 17, 18, 19, 20] (see also for good
reviews [21, 22]), as a consequence of the non-Abelian localization [23, 24].
In this paper, we follow Ka¨lle´n’s cohomological formulation of the localization in the
supersymmetric CS theory on the Seifert manifoldM and generalize to include the matter
multiplets giving in the ABJM theory [25, 26]. We construct the cohomological theory
from the supersymmetry on M by choosing a specific supercharge Q (BRST charge)
respecting the isometry. We more generally would like to consider Yang-Mills-Chern-
Simons (YMCS) theory as displayed in the title, since dynamics of YMCS theory is
perfectly interpreted by a brane configuration with (p, q)5-branes in Type IIB string theory
[27, 28, 29, 30]. YMCS theory contains the Yang-Mills (YM) action, which is the kinetic
terms of the gauge fields, in addition to the topological CS term. However, as we will
see, the YM action is written as an exact form of the supercharge Q. The cohomological
formulation says that the Q-exact action does not change the partition function or vev
of the cohomological observables, that is, the partition function or vev of YMCS theory
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is essentially equivalent to ones in theory with the CS terms alone. In this sense, we
will just treat CS theory without the YM action, but the YM action plays the essential
role when one evaluates the 1-loop determinants and derive the localization formula.
So it makes sense to consider the YMCS theory though we are interested in the low
energy (superconformal) CS theory, in the context of the cohomological field theory and
localization arguments.
The paper is organized as follows:
In section 2, we briefly review some basics and formulae on the Seifert manifold. In
this paper, we concentrate on a special Seifert manifold which is the circle bundle over the
smooth Riemann surface (non-orbifolding case). So we explain the properties of the Seifert
manifold for this restricted case. We succeedingly construct the BRST transformations
from the supercharges, which is compatible with the U(1) isometry on the Seifert manifold.
We also discuss the cohomological properties of the supersymmetric CS term and Wilson
loop. They play important roles in the following discussions.
In section 3, we derive the localization formula for the vector multiplet by using
the BRST transformations and cohomological observables. We can determines a general
formula for the 1-loop determinants which dominates in the localization. In the cohomo-
logical field theory approach, the evaluation of the 1-loop determinants is simpler rather
than the counting the spherical harmonics, since the determinants are essentially infinite
products modes on the two-dimensional Riemann surface and Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes
on the S1 fiber. That is, CS theory on M is equivalent to the two-dimensional (cohomo-
logical) YM theory [31, 32] with the infinite number of the KK fields, and each number of
zero modes can be determined by the index theorem (Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch theorem)
on Σ. Thus we can exactly evaluate the 1-loop determinants and localization formula for
the supersymmetric CS theory on M . We find that there is no quantum level shift of
the CS coupling in the supersymmetric CS theory without matter, in contrast with the
bosonic CS theory, since the vector multiplet is ruled by the D-term which is a real object
and the determinants do not admit phases. The exact partition function obtained by the
localization also tells us various interesting informations on the vacuum structure of the
CS theory. In particular, if we consider the partition function of the supersymmetric CS
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theory on S1 × Σ, which is a special case of the Seifert manifold, we can evaluate the
supersymmetric index (Witten index) of the system. It coincides with the known results
from the field theory [33] and branes in string theory [30]. We also discuss the partition
functions in the various limit of the degree of the fiber and the genus of Σ.
In section 4, we introduce matter chiral superfields in various representations. The
matter superfields can get explicit mass or anomalous dimension for the superconfor-
mal theory. We find that the mass or anomalous dimension is embodied as the twisted
boundary condition along the S1 fiber. Then we can treat the matter superfields in the
framework of the equivariant cohomology as well as the vector multiplet. The chiral super-
fields are ruled by complex F-terms. So the 1-loop determinants for the chiral superfields
admit phases and may shift quantum mechanically the CS level. We can show the phases
are cancelled out in the self-conjugate representations similar to the case on S3. Finally
we give the exact partition function for the ABJM theory (and its generalization) on the
Seifert manifold and discuss the properties and the vacuum structures of it.
The last section is devoted to conclusion and discussion.
2 Cohomological Field Theory on Seifert Manifold
2.1 Basics of the Seifert manifold
We consider the supersymmetric YMCS theories on a three-dimensional manifold M ,
which is compact and orientable. The three-manifold M admits a contact structure,
which means that a three-form κ ∧ dκ does not vanish anywhere on M . The 1-form κ
is called a contact form. The three-form κ ∧ dκ plays an analogous role to a symplectic
form on even dimensional manifold.
We also require that M admits a free U(1) action, that is, M has a U(1) isometry. In
this case, M can be represented by the total space of a circle (S1) bundle over a Riemann
surface Σ,
S1
p−−−→ Myπ
Σ
, (2.1)
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where we have determined that the degree of the bundle is p and the genus (the number
of handles) of the Riemann surface is h. The free U(1) action obviously acts on the circle
fiber. This kind of three-manifold is called a Seifert manifold.
Precisely speaking, Seifert manifolds are defined by more general principal U(1)-
bundles over a Riemann surface with an orbifold, where there are some fixed points of the
U(1) action. We can extend the following results to the orbifold cases, but for simplicity
of explanations and because of interests as physical models, we will take into account the
non-orbifold case only in the following discussions.
The contact form κ is associated with the circle fiber direction. Since M has the U(1)
isometry, there exists a vector field V along the circle direction. Then κ and V satisfy
ιV κ = 1, (2.2)
where ιV stands for the interior product with V . This means that the 1-form κ is a base
of S1. We normalize κ to be ∫
S1
κ = 2πℓ (2.3)
where ℓ is the radius of the fiber S1.
On the other hand, the base for a residual part of M transverse to κ contains in dκ,
namely
dκ =
p
2ℓ
π∗ω, (2.4)
where p is the degree of the fiber bundle and π∗ω is the pullback of the symplectic (volume)
form on the base Riemann surface Σ. The transversality between κ and dκ says ιV dκ = 0,
namely combining with (2.2), we find
LV κ = 0, (2.5)
where LV ≡ dιV + ιV d is the Lie derivative along V . Using the fact that the symplectic
form on Σ gives the area A of Σ ∫
Σ
ω = A, (2.6)
the integral of κ ∧ dκ over M reduces to∫
M
κ ∧ dκ = p
2ℓ
∫
S1
κ
∫
Σ
ω = pπA. (2.7)
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In this sense, ℓ
2
κ ∧ dκ can be regarded as the volume form ⋆1 on M . Here ⋆ is the Hodge
star operator defined on M .
The metric also can be decomposed into a diagonal form
ds2M = π
∗ds2Σ + κ⊗ κ, (2.8)
where π∗ds2Σ is the pullback of a conformally flat metric on Σ with complex coordinates
(z, z¯)
ds2Σ = Ωdz ⊗ dz¯. (2.9)
So we can almost treat M as the direct product of the Riemann surface Σ and the S1
fiber of the κ-direction. (Of course, since κ is a function of points on Σ, M is not the
direct product.) This fact will be useful to construct supersymmetry on M .
Using the above properties, any 1-form (vector field) A on M can be decompose into
A = AΣ + Aκκ, (2.10)
where Aκ = ιVA is a scalar component along κ and AΣ is a 1-form component horizontal
to it. By definition, we find ιVAΣ = 0, then ιV dAΣ = LVAΣ. More generally, any n-form
Ω on M is decomposed by using a projector P ≡ κ ∧ ιV
Ω = (1− P )Ω + PΩ. (2.11)
Thus ιVΩ is a (n − 1)-form component along the fiber direction. Similarly, the exterior
derivative can be decomposed into
d = (1− P )d+ Pd = π∗dΣ + κ ∧ ιV d, (2.12)
where π∗dΣ is the pullback of the exterior derivative on Σ. Using these definitions, one
can see
AΣ ∧ dAΣ = AΣ ∧ (π∗dΣAΣ + κ ∧ ιV dAΣ)
= AΣ ∧ κ ∧ LVAΣ. (2.13)
We will use these properties in the following sections.
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2.2 Supersymmetry and equivariant cohomology
Let us now construct supersymmetric gauge theories on the Seifert manifold M . Three-
dimensional N = 2 supersymmetric gauge theory, which has four supercharges and is ob-
tained from a dimensional reduction from four-dimensional N = 1 supersymmetric gauge
theory with the gauge group G, contains a vector field Aµ (µ = 1, 2, 3), two-component
Majorara fermions (gauginos) λ, λ˜, a hermite scalar field in the adjoint representation
σ, and an auxiliary field D. This field multiplet is called a vector multiplet. We can
also include matter chiral superfields which are coupled with the vector multiplets, but
we concentrate only on the theory of the vector multiplets (pure gauge theory) for a
while. Three-dimensional supersymmetric gauge theories including matter multiplets will
be discussed in the next section.
The supersymmetric YM action which is invariant under the supersymmetry on the
curved manifold M with a Euclidian signature metric is written in terms of the fields in
the vector multiplets
SSYM =
1
g2
∫
M
d3x
√
gTr
[
1
2
FµνF
µν +DµσDµσ +
(
D +
1
ℓ
σ
)2
+ iλ¯γµDµλ+ iλ¯[σ, λ]− 1
2ℓ
λ˜λ
]
. (2.14)
In three-dimensions, we can also include the supersymmetric CS term in the action
SSCS =
k
4π
∫
M
Tr
[
A ∧ dA− 2i
3
A ∧ A ∧A
]
+
k
4π
∫
M
d3x
√
gTr
[
2Dσ − λ˜λ
]
, (2.15)
which is invariant under the supersymmetric transformations. If we take into account
the both actions SSYM and SSCS at the same time, the system is called supersymmetric
YMCS theory. We discuss the exact partition function and dynamics of this system via
the localization.
In general, the supersymmetry is violated due to the curvature of M . However, at
least, one of the supersymmetries survives since M has the U(1) isometry after twisting
the fields topologically. So if we choose suitably one of the supercharges, which respects
the isometry, one can obtain the residual symmetry of the system.
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Redefining the fields up to irrelevant overall constants and phases, we obtain the
following transformations from the supersymmetry (see Appendix A)
QAz = λz, Qλz = −Dzσ + iFzκ,
QAz¯ = λz¯, Qλz¯ = −Dz¯σ + iFz¯κ,
QAκ = η,
Qσ = iη, Qη = −Dκσ
QD = 2i(Dzλz¯ −Dz¯λz)− iDκχr − i[σ, χr]− iℓη, Qχr = −2iFzz¯ +D + 1ℓσ.
(2.16)
This kind of the transformations is called the BRST transformations conventionally in
topological field theory. Introducing a form notation on M , which is A = Azdz +Az¯dz¯ +
Aκκ and λ = λzdz+λz¯dz¯+ηκ, we can rewrite the BRST transformations (2.16) compactly
to
QA = λ, Qλ = −dAσ − iιV F,
Qσ = iη,
QD = 2i
ℓ
κ∧dAλ
κ∧dκ − i(ιV dAχr + [σ, χr])− iℓη, Qχr = −2iℓ κ∧Fκ∧dκ +D + 1ℓσ,
(2.17)
where dAσ = dσ − i[A, σ] and F = dA− iA ∧ A and κ∧Fκ∧dκ is the formal notation used in
[23] with the normalization of the volume form ⋆1 = ℓ
2
κ ∧ dκ.
Furthermore, if we define a shift of the D-field by Yr ≡ −2iℓ κ∧Fκ∧dκ + D + 1ℓσ, then we
obtain
QA = λ, Qλ = −i(ιV F − idAσ),
Qσ = iη,
QYr = −i(ιV dAχr + [σ, χr]), Qχr = Yr.
(2.18)
This simple transformation law becomes more interesting by introducing a combination
of scalar fields in the adjoint representation
Φ ≡ Aκ + iσ. (2.19)
Noting that η = ιV λ and QAκ = ιV (QA) = η, we find immediately
QΦ = 0. (2.20)
Using these notations, the BRST transformations are finally reduced to
QA = λ, Qλ = −i(LV − δΦ)A,
QΦ = 0,
QYr = −i(LV − δΦ)χr, Qχr = Yr,
(2.21)
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where we have defined a gauge transformation by regarding formally Φ as a gauge param-
eter, that is,
δΦA = dAΦ = dAAκ + idAσ, (2.22)
δΦχr = i[Φ, χr] = i[Aκ, χr]− [σ, χr]. (2.23)
Thus we find that the square of the transformations by Q generates
Q2 = −i(LV − δΦ). (2.24)
This property of the supercharge of our choice is important difference from the choice
in [8], where the supercharge which is used for the localization satisfies Q2 = 0. The
cohomology in a usual sense is built from a nilpotent operator itself, namely Q2 = 0, but
if we restrict observables of the forms, on which Q is acting, to ones invariant under the
Lie derivative along V (the U(1) isometry) and the gauge transformations, the BRST
transformation (2.21) becomes nilpotent on this restricted space. In other words, if we
consider only the isometry and gauge invariant observables O which satisfy
LVO = δΦO = 0, (2.25)
the BRST transformations are nilpotent Q2O = 0 and Q makes a cohomology on O. Simi-
lar to the usual cohomology, one should identify an element of the equivariant cohomology
up to a Q-exact form
O ∼ O +QO′, (2.26)
where O satisfy QO = 0 but not Q-exact. This kind of the cohomology is called equivari-
ant cohomology. The equivariant cohomology plays an essential role in the proof of the
localization theorem.
From the equivariant cohomology point of view, we can understand true role of the
supersymmetric CS action. First of all, we start from the bosonic (non-supersymmetric)
CS action, which is
SCS[A] =
k
4π
∫
M
Tr
[
A ∧ dA− 2i
3
A ∧A ∧A
]
. (2.27)
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Notice that this action is purely topological (independent of the metric on M) and invari-
ant under the gauge transformations.
Now let us consider a shift of A by
A→ A + iσκ. (2.28)
Recalling the definition of Φ in (2.19), the shift of the gauge field is decomposed into
A+ iσκ = AΣ + Aκκ + iσκ = AΣ + Φκ, (2.29)
where AΣ = Azdz+Az¯dz¯ is a two-dimensional (horizontal) gauge field on Σ. Substituting
this shifted and decomposed gauge fields into the bosonic CS action (2.27), we find
SCS[A+ iσκ] =
k
4π
∫
M
Tr
[
AΣ ∧ κ ∧ LVAΣ + 2Φκ ∧ FΣ + κ ∧ dκΦ2
]
, (2.30)
where FΣ = dAΣ − iAΣ ∧ AΣ is a two-dimensional field strength on Σ and we have used
AΣ ∧ dAΣ = AΣ ∧ κ ∧ LVAΣ. The original bosonic CS action also has the same form as
the above (2.30) by replacing Φ by Aκ (σ = 0). However the inclusion of the additional
scalar field σ, which is contained in the vector superfield, complexifies Aκ to the complex
adjoint scalar field Φ. Recalling the adjoint scalar σ originally comes from the dimensional
reduction of one component of the four-dimensional gauge field, this complexification of
Aκ means that the circle (S
1) fiber bundler over Σ, which we are considering, should be
extend M with (dual of) σ to the holomorphic line bundle with the degree p over Σ
L
p−−−→ M ′yπ
Σ
, (2.31)
where M ′ is now the four-dimensional manifold.
Secondary, we add a quadratic term of the fermions to the shifted bosonic CS action
(2.30)
Scoh[A, σ, λ] = SCS[A+ iσκ]− k
4π
∫
M
Tr [κ ∧ λ ∧ λ] . (2.32)
Then one can easily check
QScoh[A, σ, λ] = 0, (2.33)
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that is, the cohomological CS action Scoh is an element of the equivariant cohomology. So
Scoh is a good physical observable in three-dimensional supersymmetric gauge theory on
M in this sense.
To see the relation between the cohomological CS action and the supersymmetric CS
action, let us rewriting the cohomological CS action to separate the original bosonic CS
action and the residual part including σ and λ
Scoh[A, σ, λ] = SCS[A] +
k
4π
∫
M
Tr
[
2σ
(
i
κ ∧ F
κ ∧ dκ −
1
2
σ
)
κ ∧ dκ− κ ∧ λ ∧ λ
]
, (2.34)
where we have used the fact that
κ ∧ F = κ ∧ {dAΣ + (dAκ)κ+ Aκdκ− i(AΣ + Aκκ) ∧ (AΣ + Aκκ)}
= κ ∧ FΣ + Aκκ ∧ dκ. (2.35)
Then we now add a BRST exact term into Scoh. We see it becomes the supersymmetric
CS action (2.15)
SSCS[A, σ, λ; Yr, χr] = Scoh[A, σ, λ] +Q
k
2π
∫
M
d3x
√
gTr[χrσ]
= SCS[A] +
k
4π
∫
M
Tr
[
2σ
(
i
κ ∧ F
κ ∧ dκ −
1
2
σ +
ℓ
2
Yr
)
κ ∧ dκ
−κ ∧ λ ∧ λ− iℓχrη κ ∧ dκ
]
= SCS[A] +
k
4π
∫
M
d3x
√
gTr
[
2Dσ − λ˜λ
]
, (2.36)
where we have used the definition of Yr. In summary, the difference between the coho-
mological CS action and the supersymmetric action is the Q-exact term, namely Scoh
and SSCS belong to the same equivariant cohomology class. Thus SSCS is supersymmetric
(Q-closed) under the supercharge Q
QSSCS[A, σ, λ; Yr, χr] = 0. (2.37)
This fact says that the additional Q-exact term is irrelevant when we are considering
a partition function with respect to SSCS. We can replace SSCS with Scoh in the path
12
integral without changing the value of the partition function or vev of the cohomological
observable.
In a usual cohomological field theory, we can use any function of Φ
O0 = Tr f(Φ), (2.38)
as a good 0-form cohomological observable, since it is Q-closed but not Q-exact. However,
in our formulation, the above function (2.38) itself is not gauge invariant since Φ includes
a bare gauge field Aκ. So (2.38) is not Q-cohomological observable in the supersymmetric
CS theory. A possible Q-closed gauge invariant observable constructed from Φ is the
Wilson loop along the S1 fiber
W (C) ≡ TrR P exp i
∮
C
Φκ = TrR P exp i
∮
C
(Aκ + iσ)κ, (2.39)
where TrR is a trace over the representation R and P represents a path ordered product
along a loop C, which is oriented to the U(1)-fiber direction. This Wilson loop observable
is gauge invariant and does not violate the isometry along the U(1) fiber. So the BRST
closed Wilson loopW (C) is a good physical observable in three-dimensional cohomological
field theory on M . Since W (C) is nothing but the supersymmetric Wilson loop, the Q-
cohomological property of W (C) is a true reason why one can evaluate exactly the vev of
W (C) in supersymmetric gauge theory on M .
3 Exact Partition Function
3.1 Coupling independence
In this section, we derive the localization formula for the supersymmetric CS theory. A
similar derivation is also discussed in [34] for the reduced supersymmetric matrix model.
We borrow some useful notations from it in the following explanations.
So far, we have considered the supersymmetric CS action only. If we would like to
treat the supersymmetric YMCS theory, we need to consider the supersymmetric YM
action. The supersymmetric YM action can be written as an Q-exact form in general
SSYM =
1
g2
QΞ, (3.1)
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where Ξ is a functional of fields, which is invariant under the gauge symmetry and the
U(1) isometry.
This Q-exactness of the supersymmetric YM action says that the partition function
of the supersymmetric YM theory
Z =
∫
DΨ e−SSYM[Ψ], (3.2)
is independent of the gauge coupling g, where DΨ is a path integral measure overall fields.
In fact, if we once differentiate the partition function with respect to the gauge coupling,
one can see
∂Z
∂g
∝
∫
DΨQ(Ξe−SSYM) = 0, (3.3)
since the path integral measure is made to be invariant under the Q-transformation. So
we can evaluate the partition function (3.2) in any coupling region of g. In particular,
we can exactly evaluate the partition function in the weak coupling region g → 0. This
means that a WKB (1-loop) approximation is exact in the evaluation of the partition
function. This 1-loop exactness of the supersymmetric gauge theory is known also as the
superrenormalizability in the perturbative expansion.
Similarly, we can show that the vev of the cohomological observable, which satisfies
QO = 0 but not Q-exact,
〈O〉 = Z−1
∫
DΨO e−SSYM, (3.4)
is also independent of the gauge coupling g. So one can evaluate the vev of O exactly in
the weak coupling limit. For example, the vev of the supersymmetric Wilson loop W (C)
can be evaluated exactly in the limit of g → 0.
As we have seen in the previous section, the supersymmetric CS action itself is Q-
cohomological observable. Then the supersymmetric YMCS theory can be regarded as an
evaluation of the vev of the Q-cohomological CS action OCS = eiSSCS in the supersymmet-
ric YM theory. On the other hand, the terms containing the fermions in the cohomological
CS action is quadratic. So we can integrate out the fermionic fields and obtain the purely
bosonic (non-supersymmetric) CS theory (plus the adjoint scalar field). We can write
14
these relations schematically as follows
ZCS+σ =
∫
DADσ eiSCS[A+iσκ]
=
∫
DADσDλ eiScoh[A,σ,λ] = ZSCS
=
〈
eiSSCS
〉
SYM
= ZSYMCS, (3.5)
by using the gauge coupling independence, where 〈· · · 〉SYM stands for the vev in the
supersymmetric YM theory. This is the reason why the partition functions of the super-
symmetric YMCS theories are the same as those of the bosonic (non-supersymmetric) CS
theories.1
3.2 The localization
To proceed a proof of the localization theorem in the supersymmetric YM theory, we
explicitly give the Q-exact action by
SSYM =
1
2g2
Q
∫
M
Tr
[
~Fv ∧ ⋆Q ~Fv − iℓχrµr κ ∧ dκ
]
, (3.6)
where ∧⋆ represents suitable norms among different degree of the field forms, including
the inner product of the vector. We here combine the bosonic and fermionic fields into
vectors ~Bv ≡ (AΣ, Φ¯, Yr) and ~Fv ≡ (λΣ, η, χr), where Φ¯ ≡ Aκ − iσ. We have decomposed
the form of fields into the components on the horizontal Riemann surface Σ and ones
along the circle fiber. Since the adjoint scalar Φ is Q-closed itself and does not have
fermionic partner, we should treat this combination of fields rather special. Φ will play
an important role in the localization of the path integral. µr in (3.6) defined by
µr ≡ κ ∧ F
κ ∧ dκ (3.7)
corresponds to the D-term constraint in the supersymmetric YM theory. It is called the
moment map (of the Ka¨hler quotient space). Roughly speaking, the partition function
1 As we will see, there is a discrepancy in the CS level between the bosonic and supersymmetric
theories. We have here ignored the quantum corrections (anomalies) from the integration of the chiral
fermions.
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of the YM theory on M measures the volume of the flat connection moduli space on M
Vol(MF=0), where MF=0 = µ−1r (0)/G is the Ka¨hler quotient space.
In the above decomposition of the fields, the BRST transformations become
QAΣ = λΣ, QλΣ = −i(LVAΣ − i[Φ, AΣ]− π∗dΣΦ),
QΦ = 0,
QΦ¯ = 2η, Qη = − i
2
(LV Φ¯− i[Φ, Φ¯]− LVΦ) ,
QYr = −i(LV χr − i[Φ, χr]), Qχr = Yr,
(3.8)
where π∗dΣ is the pullback of an exterior derivative restricted on Σ. Q ~Fv is regarded as
hermite conjugate of these transformations. Using these BRST transformations, we find
that the bosonic part of the above Q-exact action is
SSYM|boson =
1
2g2
∫
M
Tr
[
Q ~Fv ∧ ⋆Q ~Fv − iℓYrµrκ ∧ dκ
]
=
1
2g2
∫
M
Tr
[
dAσ ∧ ⋆dAσ + ιV F ∧ ⋆ιV F + ℓ
2
Yr(Yr − 2iµr)κ ∧ dκ
]
.
(3.9)
After integrating out the auxiliary field Yr, the action reduces to
SSYM|boson =
1
2g2
∫
M
Tr
[
dAσ ∧ ⋆dAσ + ιV F ∧ ⋆ιV F + ℓ
2
µ2r κ ∧ dκ
]
=
1
2g2
∫
M
d3x
√
gTr
[
1
2
FµνF
µν +DµσDµσ
]
. (3.10)
This is exactly the bosonic part of the supersymmetric YM action (2.14) obtained by
integrating out the auxiliary D-field. We can see the fermionic part of SSYM also agrees
with the supersymmetric YM one up to the field redefinitions defined in the previous
section.
Let us now discuss the meanings of the supersymmetric YM action (3.6). To make
clearer the role of each term in (3.6), we separate the terms by adding the extra parameter
t1 and t2
SSYM =
1
2g2
Q
∫
M
Tr
[
t1
(
~Fv ∧ ⋆Q ~Fv
)
− t2 (2iχrµr κ ∧ dκ)
]
(3.11)
Since both terms are still Q-exact independently, the partition function is independent of
the parameters t1 and t2.
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If we consider a situation that t1 ≪ t2, the bosonic part proportional to t2 gives a delta-
functional constraint at µr = 0. And also, the fermionic part will give suitable Jacobians
for the constraint of µr = 0. Thus the terms proportional to t2 of the supersymmetric YM
action give the D-term constraint δ(µr) with the suitable Jacobians in the path integral
of the partition function.
In the other limit of t1 ≫ t2, the bosonic part proportional to t1 is essentially Gaussian
of the field variables Q ~Fv. In the t1 → ∞ limit, the Gaussian integral approximates to
the delta-functional at Q ~Fv = 0, namely the path integral is localized at the fixed point
set of the BRST transformations Q ~Fv = 0. This is the mechanism of the localization in
the supersymmetric gauge theory. The fermionic part proportional to t1 cancels out the
t1 dependence of the Gaussian integral of the bosonic part (and gives the fixed point at
~Fv = 0) since the degree of freedom of the bosonic and fermionic fields are the same. Both
integral over the bosonic and fermionic fields give some Jacobians (1-loop) determinants
into the path integral. We need to evaluate these Jacobians to obtain the localization
formula.
In summary, the path integral localizes at the fixed points Q ~Fv = 0 on the D-term
constraint µr = 0. Precisely speaking, the existence of Φ¯, which complexifies the gauge
transformation, relaxes the D-term constraint µr = 0 to admit the higher critical points
µr 6= 0 [31]. It reflects the fact that the Ka¨hler quotient by the gauge group µ−1r (0)/G
is equivalent to a quotient by the complexified gauge group GC without the D-term (real
moment map) constraint. The D-term constraint can not be imposed until the BF-
type action SBF = iTr
∫
Φµr is inserted. After integrating out Φ completely, we get
the localization on the quotient space of the flat connections MF=0. However, for two
dimensional YM theory or three dimensional CS theory, there exist the contributions from
the higher critical points which contain not only µr = 0 but also µr 6= 0 because of the
quadratic potential of Φ.
3.3 1-loop determinants
Now let us evaluate the Jacobians (1-loop determinants) precisely in the limit of t1 →∞,
as follows. Similar arguments are discussed in [2] for the classical Hamiltonian system.
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First of all, we expand the fields around the fixed point set by
BIv = BIv,0 +
1√
t1
B˜Iv , F Iv = 0 +
1√
t1
F˜ Iv , (3.12)
where BIv and F Iv are each components of ~Bv and ~Fv, and BIv,0 are solutions to Q ~Fv = 0.
Substituting this expansion into the Gaussian part of the supersymmetric YM action, it
becomes
S ′SYM =
t1
2g2
∫
M
Tr
[
QF Iv ∧ ⋆QFvI − F Iv ∧ ⋆Q(QFvI)
]
=
1
2g2
∫
M
Tr
[
GIJB˜Iv ∧ ⋆B˜Jv +
1
2
ΩIJ F˜ Iv ∧ ⋆F˜Jv
]
+O(1/t1), (3.13)
where
GIJ =
δ2
δBIvδBJv
(
QFKv ∧ ⋆QFvK
)∣∣∣∣
~Bv= ~Bv,0
, (3.14)
ΩIJ =
δ(QFvI)
δBJv
− δ(QFvJ )
δBIv
∣∣∣∣
~Bv= ~Bv,0
. (3.15)
In the t1 →∞ limit, the Gaussian integrals of both bosonic and fermionic parts go to the
delta-functionals
lim
t1→∞
e
−
t1
2g2
∫
M
TrQFIv∧⋆QFvI =
(
1
πg2
)−nB/2 1√
Det |GIJ |
δ(~˜Bv), (3.16)
lim
t1→∞
e
t1
2g2
∫
M
TrFIv∧⋆Q(QFvI) =
(
1
g2
)nF /2√
Det |ΩIJ |δ( ~˜Fv), (3.17)
where the determinants are taken overall modes and representations of the fields, and nB
and nF are the total number of the bosonic and fermionic modes, respectively. Combining
these terms together, we obtain the exact result (up to irrelevant infinite constants which
can be absorbed into the path integral measure)
e−S
′
SYM =
√
Det |ΩIJ |
Det |GIJ |δ(Q
~Fv)δ( ~Fv). (3.18)
which is independent of t1 and g as expected, since nB = nF because of the supersymmetry.
Thus the path integral of the supersymmetric gauge theory has supports only on the fixed
point set Q ~Fv = ~Fv = 0 with the Jacobians.
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Since the supersymmetric YM action is Q-exact, it is obviously satisfied that QS ′SYM =
0. This Q-closedness must be satisfied in any order of t1 in the expansion (3.13). In
particular, from the Q-closedness of the leading term in (3.13), we find that2
GIK
δ(QBKv )
δFJv
= ΩIK
δ(QFKv )
δBJv
. (3.19)
Then we get
Det |GIJ |Det
∣∣∣∣δ(QBIv)δFJv
∣∣∣∣ = Det |ΩIJ |Det
∣∣∣∣δ(QF Iv )δBJv
∣∣∣∣ , (3.20)
at Q ~Fv = ~Fv = 0. Substituting this into (3.18), we finally obtain
e−S
′
SYM =
√√√√√Det
∣∣∣ δ(QBIv)δFJv
∣∣∣
Det
∣∣∣ δ(QFIv )δBJv
∣∣∣δ(Q ~Fv)δ( ~Fv). (3.21)
Thus the Jacobians (1-loop determinants) are represented only in terms of the field dif-
ferentials of the BRST transformations.
3.4 Fixed points and localization formula
We have seen that the path integral of the supersymmetric YM theory localizes at the fixed
point equation Q ~Fv = 0 of the BRST transformations. In order to solve this BRST fixed
point equations more explicitly, we here decompose all fields in the adjoint representation
as follows
Ψ =
r∑
a=1
ΨaHa +
∑
α>0
ΨαEα +
∑
α>0
Ψ−αE−α, (3.22)
where Ha’s (a = 1, . . . , r = rank g) are generators of the Cartan subalgebra of Lie algebra
g and Eα and E−α are generators associated with the root α. The generators satisfy the
following relations
[Ha, Hb] = 0, [Ha, Eα] = αaEα, (3.23)
TrEαEβ = δα+β,0. (3.24)
2 We can show the same relation from the Killing equation for the metric GIJ .
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Since the supersymmetric YM theory has the non-Abelian gauge symmetry G, we
need to fix the gauge. Firstly, we choose a gauge which “diagonalizes” Φ by setting
Φα = Φ−α = 0, namely
Φ =
r∑
a=1
ΦaHa, (3.25)
in this gauge (but Φ¯ is not diagonalized). Under this choice of the gauge, there still
remains Abelian gauge groups associated with the Cartan subalgebra. So we secondly
require a gauge fix condition LVAa = 0 for the Abelian part of the gauge fields. These
gauge conditions fix all of the gauge symmetry of G and induce additional functional
determinants in the path integral from an action for ghosts c and c¯
Sghost[c, c¯] =
1
2g2
∫
M
d3x
√
g Tr [c(LV c¯− i[Φ, c¯])] . (3.26)
Using the above gauge fixing condition, the BRST fixed point equation Q ~Fv = 0 says
(LV − iα(Φ))AαΣ = (LV + iα(Φ))A−αΣ = 0, (3.27)
(LV − iα(Φ)) Φ¯αΣ = (LV + iα(Φ)) Φ¯−αΣ = 0, (3.28)
dΦ = 0, (3.29)
Yr = 0, (3.30)
where α(Φ) ≡∑ra=1 αaΦa. The third line of the fixed point equations (3.29) means that
Φa(x) is constant everywhere on M . We denote these constant zero modes by φa in the
following.
After integrating out all off-diagonal components of the adjoint fields, including the
ghosts, with taking care on the 1-loop determinants (3.21), we obtain the partition func-
tion of the Abelian gauge theory as a result of the localization
ZSYM = 1|W |
∫ r∏
a=1
{dφaDAaΣDλa}
∏
α6=0
Detc,c¯ |LV − iα(φ)|
DetAΣ |LV − iα(φ)|
√
Detχr |LV − iα(φ)|
DetΦ¯ |LV − iα(φ)|
, (3.31)
where |W | is the order of the Weyl group of G, and we have assigned the field subscripts
of the determinant in order to show which non-zero modes of the fields the determinant
is taken over.
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Since the number of modes of Φ¯ and χr (0-forms) are the same, the determinants of
Φ¯ and χr are cancelled with each other. This reflects the fact that the D-term constraint
is absorbed into the complexification of the gauge group by Φ¯. The partition function
becomes simply
ZSYM = 1|W |
∫ r∏
a=1
{dφaDAaΣDλa}
∏
α6=0
Detc,c¯ |LV − iα(φ)|
DetAΣ |LV − iα(φ)|
. (3.32)
Note here that the determinants are definitely the absolute value, so there is no phases
from the determinants, because of the hermiticity (no oscillatory nature) and the invari-
ance under the parity symmetry, Φ → −Φ and Φ¯ → −Φ¯ of the supersymmetric YM
action.
We now expand the fields on M by
Ψ(z, z¯, θ) =
∑
n∈Z
Ψn(z, z¯)e
−inθ/ℓ, (3.33)
where Ψn(z, z¯), which satisfy LVΨn = 0, are functions on Σ and we denote θ as the
coordinate along the circle fiber direction. Then, for each n, the eigenvalue of LV on Ψn
is given by −in
ℓ
, which means that Ψn are sections of line bundles O(−pn) over Σ. The
difference of the number of those modes between 0-forms (c, c¯) and 1-form AΣ on Σ is
given by the Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch theorem
dimΩ0(Σ,O(−pn)⊗ Vα)− dimΩ1(Σ,O(−pn)⊗ Vα) = 1
2
χ(Σ)− pn+ α(m), (3.34)
where χ(Σ) = 2−2h is the Euler number of the Riemann surface. The second term comes
from the first Chern class c1(O(−pn)). The third term α(m) =
∑r
a=1 αama is made from
the first Chern class (magnetic flux) of the a-th background U(1) gauge field on Σ, namely
ma =
1
2π
∫
Σ
Fa.
Using the above observations, the localization formula for the partition function re-
duces further to
ZSYM = 1|W |
∫ r∏
a=1
{dφaDAaΣDλa}
∏
n∈Z
∏
α6=0
∣∣∣n
ℓ
+ α(φ)
∣∣∣12χ(Σ)−pn+α(m) . (3.35)
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We now evaluate the infinite product in the above integrand. We first see
∏
n∈Z
∏
α6=0
∣∣∣n
ℓ
+ α(φ)
∣∣∣ 12χ(Σ)−pn+α(m) = ∏
n∈Z
∏
α>0
(n
ℓ
+ α(φ)
)χ(Σ)
=
∏
α>0
α(φ)χ(Σ)
∞∏
n=1
{
n2
ℓ2
(
1− ℓ
2α(φ)2
n2
)}χ(Σ)
=
∏
α>0
(2 sinπℓα(φ))χ(Σ) , (3.36)
where we have used the infinite product expansion of the sin-function
sin(πz) = πz
∞∏
n=1
(
1− z
2
n2
)
, (3.37)
and the zeta-function regularization of the infinite product
∞∏
n=1
n2
ℓ2
= e−2ζ
′(0)−2ζ(0) log ℓ = 2πℓ. (3.38)
Note that the dependence on the U(1) gauge fields is disappeared from the determinant
here.
We also would like to emphasis here that there is no phase coming from the infinite
product of signs in particular. In the bosonic CS case, where the determinants are not the
absolute value, the phase from the determinants is evaluated explicitly and leads to the
famous quantum shift in the CS level k → k+cˇg, where cˇg is the dual Coxeter number of g.
Our claim is that there is no level shift in the N = 2 supersymmetric YMCS theory. This
is consistent with the following physical consideration [35]: In the N = 2 supersymmetric
gauge theory, there are two chiral fermions λ, λ˜ with the same chirality in the adjoint
representation. These chiral fermions reproduce the CS action due to the parity anomaly
in three-dimensions. Each chiral fermion contribute to the CS level by ±1
2
cˇg, where the
sign depends on the chirality of the fermions relative to the bare CS level. Then the total
level shift in the N = 2 supersymmetric CS theory is given by k → k+ cˇg− 12 cˇg− 12 cˇg = k,
namely there is no quantum level shift. Incidentally, the quantum level shift in the N = 1
and N = 3 supersymmetric CS theory is k → k + 1
2
cˇg and k → k, respectively.
Since YM part is Q-exact and coupling independent, it seems that the limit g2 →∞
does not change the results and the YMCS theory is equivalent to pure CS theory with
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free auxiliary gaugino in which the quantum level shift actually occurs [36]. One might
think this conflicts with the above result. But as discussed in [37], since the limit of
g2 → ∞ and the path integral for gaugino do not commute, the supersymmetric YMCS
theory on the Seifert manifold does not receive the level shift in the contrast to pure CS
theory. We will later calculate the supersymmetric indexes by the localization and see
agreement with the results predicted by brane construction for supersymmetric YMCS
theories. This confirm that no level shift occurs in our formulation.
Finally we obtain the localization formula for the supersymmetric YM theory on M
ZSYM = 1
ℓr|W |
∫ ∞
−∞
r∏
a=1
dφa
∏
α>0
(
2 sin
α(φ)
2
)χ(Σ)
, (3.39)
where we have used the normalization of the volume of the Abelian gauge groupH = U(1)r
associated with the Cartan subalgebra
1
(2π)r
∫ r∏
a=1
DAaΣDλa =
Vol(H)
(2π)r
= 1, (3.40)
and rescaled 2πℓφa → φa to be the integral over the dimensionless variables. The U(1)
integrals can be factored out since the integrand is independent of the background U(1)
fields.
3.5 The supersymmetric YMCS partition function
We arrived at the evaluation of the partition function of the supersymmetric YMCS theory
at last. As we have explained above, the inclusion of the CS action does not change the
localization fixed points and the derived 1-loop determinants since eiSCS is the Q-closed
cohomological observable. We should just evaluate eiSCS , or equivalently eiScoh at the fixed
points.
At the localization locus, the cohomological CS action reduces to
Scoh|fixed points = kℓ
r∑
a=1
∫
Σ
Tr
[
φaF
a
Σ +
p
4ℓ
φ2a ω −
1
2
λa ∧ λa
]
, (3.41)
where we have also used the gauge fixing condition LVAa = 0. This action is exactly the
same as the two-dimensional YM theory one (two-dimensional cohomologial BF theory
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plus the mass term)! Thus we see that the supersymmetric YMCS theory on the Seifert
manifold M is almost the same as the supersymmetric (cohomological) YM theory on Σ
except for the 1-loop determinant (3.36). Using φa is constant on Σ and λ
a = 0 at the
fixed points, (3.41) reduces further to
Scoh|fixed points = k
r∑
a=1
[
2πℓφama +
pA
4
φ2a
]
, (3.42)
with the U(1)-fluxes ma =
1
2π
∫
Σ
F aΣ.
Combining them together, we finally obtain the matrix model like integral formula for
the partition function of the supersymmetric YMCS theory on M
ZSYMCS = 1
ℓr|W |
∑
~m∈(Zp)r
∫ ∞
−∞
r∏
a=1
dφa
2π
∏
α>0
(
2 sin
α(φ)
2
)χ(Σ)
eik
∑r
a=1[φama+
pµ
4pi
φ2a], (3.43)
where we have rescaled 2πℓφa → φa and µ ≡ πA(2πℓ)2 is a dimensionless parameter, which
measures the ratio of the size of the base Σ to the S1 fiber. The summation of ~m =
(m1, m2, . . . , mr) is taken over the topological sectors of the U(1)-fluxes admitted in this
theory. On the Seifert manifold M , the first Chern class on Σ is restricted in Zp, namely
ma = 0, 1, . . . , p−1, since H2(M,Z) = H1(Σ,Z)⊕Zp [24]. This integral expression agrees
with the CS matrix integral on S3 [19, 20] by changing the integral contour.
Let us investigate the matrix integral (3.43) further. If we consider the limit of p→∞
with pµ fixed, the summation over ~m is unrestricted. Using the Poisson resummation of
the periodic delta function
1
(2π)r
∑
~m∈Zr
r∏
a=1
eikφama =
1
kr
∑
~n∈Zr
r∏
a=1
δ
(
φa − 2πna
k
)
, (3.44)
we can integrate out φa’s in (3.43) explicitly, then the partition function of the super-
symmetric YMCS is expressed in terms of the summation only over the discrete integer
set
ZSYMCS = 1
(ℓk)r|W |
∑
~n∈Zr
∏
α>0
(
2 sin
π
k
α(n)
)χ(Σ)
ei
pi
k
pµ
∑r
a=1 n
2
a , (3.45)
where α(n) =
∑r
a=1 αana.
This partition function is exactly the same as the q-deformed two-dimensional YM
theory one [38] by the identification
gs ≡ −2πi
k
. (3.46)
To see this more explicitly, we consider the case of G = U(N) in the following. The
partition function becomes
ZSYMCS = CN
∑
n1>···>nN
∏
1≤a<b≤N
[na − nb]χ(Σ)q q
1
2
pµ
∑N
a=1 n
2
a , (3.47)
where CN ≡ ei 34πχ(Σ)N(N−1)
(
igs
πℓ
)N
and [x]q is the q-number
[x]q ≡ qx/2 − q−x/2, (3.48)
with q ≡ e−gs = e 2piik . Here we have replaced the sum over the integer set na ∈ ZN with
an non-colliding integer set n1 > n2 > · · · > nN with a fixed order using the Weyl group,
since [na − nb]q vanishes and drops from the sum of the partition function if na = nb.
These non-colliding integer set can be also expressed by the ordered colliding integer
set ν1 ≥ ν2 ≥ · · · ≥ νN through
na ≡ νa − a+ N + 1
2
, (3.49)
that is, νa can be identified with the number of a-th row of the Young diagram. Then the
summation over na is equivalent to the summation over the representation R associated
with the Young diagram Y = (ν1, ν2, . . . , νN). Thus we obtain
ZSYMCS
Z0 =
∑
R
(dimq R)
χ(Σ)q
1
2
pµC2(R), (3.50)
where
dimq R =
∏
1≤a<b≤N
[νa − νb + b− a]q
[b− a]q , (3.51)
is the quantum dimension of the representation R and
C2(R) = κR +N |R|, (3.52)
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is the quadratic Casimir in the representation R with κR ≡
∑N
a=1 νa(νa − 2a + 1) and
|R| ≡∑Na=1 νa.
Here Z0 is the contribution to the partition function from the lowest critical point
(“ground state”)
Z0 = CN
∏
1≤a<b≤N
[b− a]χ(Σ)q qpµ
N(N2−1)
24 , (3.53)
where the Young diagram is empty or na belongs to the Weyl vector of SU(N), namely
na = ρa ≡ N+12 −a. Z0 is essentially the partition function of the purely bosonic CS theory
on M [16] without the quantum level shift up to some overall constants. We discuss a
meaning of the choice of various partitions next.
3.6 The supersymmetric index
The other case where we can use the resummation formula is the p = 0 case, namely M
is the direct product M = S1 × Σ. In this case, there is no torsion M and the second
cohomology on Σ is not restricted, then H2(Σ,Z) = Z. Using the periodic delta function
(3.44), the partition function of the U(N) gauge theory can be evaluated by
ZSYMCS(S1 × Σ) = CN
∑
n1>···>nN
∏
1≤a<b≤N
[na − nb]χ(Σ)q , (3.54)
which could be called the partition function of the q-deformed two-dimensional BF theory
on Σ.
The summation here is taken over the ordered non-colliding integer set, but we must
be careful q is at the root of unity e
2pii
k in the CS theory. Then the q-number ([x]q)
χ(Σ)
for even χ(Σ) becomes periodic (sine-function) and invariant under the shift x→ x+ ks
(s ∈ Z). So if we define
na = ksa + n˜a, (3.55)
where sa ∈ Z and n˜a = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1, which are chosen to satisfy n1 > n2 > · · · > nN ,
then the partition function is written in terms of the summation over the fundamental
domain of n˜a
ZSYMCS(S1 × Σ) = C˜N
∑
n˜1>···>n˜N
∏
1≤a<b≤N
[n˜a − n˜b]χ(Σ)q , (3.56)
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where the constant C˜N ≡ CN
(
1
N !
∑
~s∈ZN 1
)
is regularized by the zeta function for example.
Note that there is no choice of the summation and the partition function vanishes if
N > k, since the summation is taken over N integers n˜a, which are chosen within the
integers from 0 to k − 1 with the non-colliding order n˜1 > · · · > n˜N . This fact strongly
suggests that the supersymmetric index (Witten index)
I = Tr(−1)F (3.57)
also vanishes and the supersymmetry may be dynamically broken if N > k. It agrees
with the discussion in [33] and the string theoretical explanation in [29, 30].
The N ordered integers chosen from integers mod k correspond to the number of rows
of the Young diagram within N × (k −N) boxes by the identification
n˜a = ν˜a − a+ (k −N), (3.58)
where ν˜a is the number of boxes of a-th row of the Young diagram restricted within the
N× (k−N) boxes. (See Figure 1.) The supersymmetric index for N = 2 supersymmetric
CS theory can be written as the partition function which is normalized by the ground
state partition function Z0
IN=2(S1 × Σ) = ZSYMCS(S
1 × Σ)
Z0(S1 × Σ) =
∑
R′
(dimq R
′)χ(Σ), (3.59)
where the sum is taken over the representation R′ associated with the Young diagram
within N × (k −N) boxes.
In particular, for the M = T 3 case, namely χ(Σ) = 0, the index becomes
IN=2(T 3) =
∑
R′
1 =
k!
N !(k −N)! , (3.60)
if k ≥ N , since the number of the Young diagram within N × (k −N) boxes is given by
the binomial coefficient kCN =
k!
N !(k−N)! (the number of choices of N integers within k).
The index (3.60) completely coincides with the value obtained in [33, 30]. (Incidentally,
for N = 1 U(N) supersymmetric CS theory, the index is formally given by k−N
2
CN due
to the quantum level shift k → k − N
2
.) Thus we find that the choice of the Young
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1: An example of the correspondence between ~˜n and the restrictied Young diagram
(partition) for k = 10 and N = 4. The right-down and right-up edge of the boxes
correspond to the black and white circle, respectively. (a) The empty box is for ~˜n =
(3, 2, 1, 0). (b) The partition ~˜ν = (6, 3, 2) is for ~˜n = (9, 5, 3, 0). (c) The full box is
for ~˜n = (9, 8, 7, 6). The total number of the partitions is 10C4 = 210, which is the
supersymmetric index of the U(4)10 CS theory.
diagram corresponds to the choice of the supersymmetric vacua, which can be expressed
by the brane configuration in M-theory [30]. (See also Figure 2.) In this sense, the
usual expression of the CS partition function via surgery, where the partition function is
normalized to be Z(S1× S2) = 1, relates to the proper vacuum which is called above the
“ground state”.3
The index (3.59) is obviously invariant under the exchange N ↔ (k − N). This
fact also reflects the level-rank duality (mirror symmetry) between the three-dimensional
supersymmetric YMCS theories of U(N) at level k and U(k −N) at level −k [27].
3.7 The general p
We now discuss the case of the general p and µ = 1, where M forms uniformly “round”
shape which includes the round S3 for p = 1. We first decompose the integral region of
3 The difference of the partition function between various vacua is just a phase. So it is not suitable
to call it the ground state since each vacuum is at zero energy and supersymmetric.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2: The supersymmetric YMCS theory can be realized by a configuration with
NS5-D3-(k, 1)5 branes in Type IIB string theory. The brane configuration is lifted up
to a M5-M2-M5 system in M-theory on torus. The positions of M2 branes, which are
interpreted by the vev of the Wilson loop, are quantized along the fiber direction. We
depict the brane configuration by a diagram (b), which corresponds to the restricted
Young diagram in Figure 1.
φa’s into the integer lattice following [24]
φa ≡ φ˜a + 2πna, 0 ≤ φ˜a < 2π and na ∈ Z. (3.61)
Then the partition function (3.43) becomes the integral over the compact regions of φ˜a
and the summation over (Zp)
r and Zr
ZSYMCS = 1|W |
∑
~m∈(Zp)r
∑
~n∈Zr
∫ 2π
0
r∏
a=1
dφ˜a
2π
∏
α>0
(
2 sin
α(φ˜)
2
)χ(Σ)
× eik
∑r
a=1[φ˜ama+
p
4pi
(φ˜a+2πna)2]. (3.62)
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Noting that eikpπn
2
a = eikpπna for the integer k, p and na and using agin the Poisson
resummation formula
1
(2π)r
∑
~n∈Zr
∑
~m∈(Zp)N
r∏
a=1
eik[p(na+π)+ma]φ˜a
=


1
kr
∑
~n∈Zr
∏r
a=1 δ
(
φ˜a − 2πnak
)
for even kp
1
(kp)r
∑
~n∈(Z+ 1
2
)r
∏r
a=1 δ
(
φ˜a − 2πnakp
)
eiϕ(na) for odd kp
, (3.63)
where eiϕ(na) ≡∑m∈Zp ei 2pip nama . Inserting (3.63) into (3.62), we can integrate φ˜a explicitly,
then we get the partition function expressed as the q-deformed two-dimensional YM theory
[24]
Zeven kpSYMCS =
C
kr|W |
∑
~n∈Zr
∏
α>0
[α(n)]χ(Σ)q q
1
2
p
∑r
a=1 n
2
a , (3.64)
if kp is even, where q = e
2pii
k . In particular, if we choose G = U(N) and M = S3, namely
p = 1 and χ(Σ) = 2, we obtain the partition function on S3
ZSYMCS(S3) = C
kN |W |
∑
~n
∏
1≤a<b≤N
[na − nb]2qq
1
2
∑N
a=1 n
2
a, (3.65)
where the summations are taken over (Zk)
N for even k and (Zk +
1
2
)N for odd k.
If p > 1 in general and kp is odd, the expression of the partition function becomes
more complicated due to the phase factors. A similar dependence on k whether even or
odd is reported in the exact evaluation of the localized integral [39].
3.8 The Wilson loop
As explained above, the supersymmetric Wilson loop operator isQ-closed but notQ-exact.
So we can also evaluate the vev of the Wilson loops without violating the localization
structure in the supersymmetric YMCS theory.
At the localization fixed point, the Wilson loop takes the value
W (C)|fixed points = TrR eiφ
=
∑
w∈W (−1)wǫ(w)ei w(ρ+ΛR)·φ∑
w∈W (−1)wǫ(w)eiw(ρ)·φ
≡ WR(φ), (3.66)
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where w is the element of the Weyl groupW and ΛR is the highest weight (Young diagram)
corresponding to the representation R. Furthermore, as we have seen, using the Poisson
resummation and integrating φ explicitly in the p→∞ limit, φ’s are fixed at the discrete
integer set φa = 2πna/k. The vev of the Wilson loop can be evaluated by
〈W (C)〉 = Z
−1
SYMCS
kr|W |
∑
~n∈Zr
∏
α>0
(
2 sin
π
k
α(n)
)χ(Σ)
WR
(
2π~n
k
)
ei
pi
k
µ
∑r
a=1 n
2
a . (3.67)
If we restrict the sum at the ground state na = ρa only, then it recovers the (unknot)
Wilson loop in the bosonic CS theory on S3 obtained from the surgery
〈W (C)〉|ground state = WR
(
2π~ρ
k
)
=
∏
α>0
sin π
k
α(ΛR + ρ)
sin π
k
α(ρ)
= dimq R, (3.68)
with q = e
2pii
k .
4 Including Matters
4.1 Localization for chiral superfield
So far, we have investigated the supersymmetric YMCS theory without matter multiplets.
In this section, we would like to include the matters following the formulation of the
equivariant cohomology introduced above.
First of all, we start with the N = 2 supersymmetric transformations of the chiral
superfield in three-dimensions as well as the vector (gauge) multiplet. The chiral superfield
consists of the complex scalar X , the chiral fermion ψ and the auxiliary complex scalar
field Fc. We do not consider the mass for the chiral superfield for a while. We will
introduce the mass of the field later.
As well as the vector multiplet, we obtain the BRST transformations from the N = 2
supersymmetric transformations for the chiral superfields (see Appendix B)
QX = ψ, Qψ = −i(DκX − iσ ·X),
QYz¯ = −i(Dκχz¯ − iσ · χz¯), Qχz¯ = Yz¯.
(4.1)
Note that Yz¯, χz¯ and their hermite conjugate coming from the anti-chiral superfield act
as complex vector fields on Σ. So introducing the (0,1)-form on Σ by Yc ≡ Yz¯dz¯ for the
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bosonic fields and χc ≡ χz¯dz¯, then the BRST transfomations can be written by a simpler
form
QX = ψ, Qψ = −i(LVX − δΦX),
QYc = −i(LV χc − δΦχc), Qχc = Yc,
(4.2)
where δΦX = iΦ ·X is the gauge transformation with respect to the gauge parameter Φ
and the coupling with the vector multiplets Φ · X depends on the representation of the
chiral superfield. Thus we have constructed the BRST symmetry, which satisfies obviously
Q2 = −i(LV − δΦ). (4.3)
Therefore we can argue the localization for the chiral superfields by using the equivari-
ant cohomology of Q in the same way as the vector multiplet. The Q-exact action, which
is needed for the localization, is nothing but the matter part of the supersymmetric YM
action. Introducing the vector notation of the matter fields ~Bm = (X, Yc) for the bosons
and ~Fm = (ψ, χc) for the fermions, the action can be written by
Smatter =
1
2
Q
∫
M
Tr
[
~Fm ∧ ⋆Q ~Fm − 2iχc ∧ ⋆µ†c − 2iχ†c ∧ ⋆µc
]
, (4.4)
where µc ≡ π∗dAX + i∂W (X)∂X κ is the moment map which gives the F-term constraint with
the superpotential W (X). The bosonic part of Smatter becomes quadratic and positive
definite in Q ~Fm and µc
Smatter|boson =
1
2
∫
M
Tr
[
Q ~Fm ∧ ⋆Q ~Fm + 2µc ∧ ⋆µ†c
]
, (4.5)
after integrating out the auxiliary field Yc. So we can conclude that the path integral for
the matter fields is localized at the BRST fixed point Q ~Fm = 0 and µc = 0 by using the
coupling independence of the Q-exact action. Note that the F-term constraint µc = 0
is strict on the localization while the D-term constraint admits the higher critical points
µr 6= 0, since the F-term constraint does not relate to the complexification of Φ. So
we always have to take into account the F-term constraints when we are considering the
localization fixed points.
The contribution from the chiral matter fields to the 1-loop determinants can be
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derived in the similar way as the vector multiplet case. It is exactly given by
e−Smatter =
√√√√Det δ(QBIm)δFJm
Det δ(QF
I
m)
δBJm
δ(Q ~Fm)δ( ~Fm)
=
Detχc(−iLV − ρ(φ))
DetX(−iLV − ρ(φ)) δ(Q
~Fm)δ( ~Fm), (4.6)
where ρ(φ) is the weights of the representation R of X , that is, ρ(φ) = α(φ) in the
adjoint representation and ρ(φ) = φa in the fundamental representation, for example. We
here note that the fields in the chiral superfields are complex valued and the determinant
admits some phases because of the absence of the absolute value.
Now let us introduce the mass for the matter fields. There are two possibilities to give
the mass to the chiral superfields:
One comes from the F-term. The quadratic term in the superpotential induces the
explicit mass term for X . As we mentioned above, the F-term constraint is important
to solve the fixed point equation. The fixed point equation sometimes removes the zero
modes of the matter fields at the low energy. We give an example of this case in the next
subsection.
The other is introduced as the eigenvalue of the Lie derivative LV . In fact, if we
assume that the matter fields has a twisted boundary condition
Ψ(z, z¯, θ + 2πℓ) = Ψ(z, z¯, θ)e2πim, (4.7)
along the fiber direction, the boundary condition induces the mass for X by the so-called
Scherk-Schwarz mechanism [40]. This also can be understood as the mass term induced
by the Ω-background [6] from the point of view of two-dimensional theory on Σ. In this
sense, the eigenvalues of LV for the matter fields are modified to i
(−n
ℓ
+ m
ℓ
)
for n ∈ Z.
Here m is the mass of the matter fields measured in the unit of the Kaluza-Klein mass
scale of the S1 fiber.
In conformal field theory on M , the mass is determined by the dimension of fields. If
we assign the dimension ∆ to the lowest component X , then ψ, χc and Yc also have the
same dimension ∆, because of the twisting of our formulation. (See Appendix B.) In the
canonical assignments, we should set ∆ = 1/2. We must impose the boundary conditions
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of these fields to get the correct mass with the dimensions. It is interesting that all fields
in the matter multiplet have the fermionic twisted boundary condition along the S1 fiber
Ψ(z, z¯, θ + 2πℓ) = −Ψ(z, z¯, θ), (4.8)
for the conformal matter with the canonical dimension ∆ = 1/2 on M .
Once the superpotential vanishes and the eigenvalues of LV are given by the conformal
dimension, we can evaluate the 1-loop determinant (4.6) explicitly. If we expand the fields
by the eigenmodes of LV
X(z, z¯, θ) =
∑
n∈Z
Xn(z, z¯)e
−i(n−∆)θ/ℓ, χc(z, z¯, θ) =
∑
n∈Z
χc,n(z, z¯)e
−i(n−∆)θ/ℓ. (4.9)
Noting that Xn and χc,n have the same eigenvalue and the 0-form and 1-form sections of
the line bundles O(−pn + ⌊p∆⌋) over Σ, respectively, where ⌊x⌋ ≡ max{n ∈ Z|n ≤ x} is
the floor function, the difference of the number of these modes on Σ between Xn and χc,n
can be obtained from the Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch theorem
dimΩ0(Σ,O(−pn + ⌊p∆⌋)⊗ Vρ)− dimΩ1(Σ,O(−pn + ⌊p∆⌋)⊗ Vρ)
=
1
2
χ(Σ)− pn + ⌊p∆⌋ + ρ(m), (4.10)
where ρ(m) is the contribution from the first Chern class of the U(1) gauge fields in the
matter representation R, as well as the vector multiplet. Since there are infinitely many
pairs of Xn and χc,n as the fields on Σ, the contribution from the matter to the 1-loop
determinant is given by
∏
n∈Z
Detχc,n(−iLV − ρ(φ))
DetXn(−iLV − ρ(φ))
=
∏
ρ∈R
∏
n∈Z
(
−n−∆
ℓ
− ρ(φ)
)− 1
2
χ(Σ)+pn−⌊p∆⌋−ρ(m)
. (4.11)
In particular, if we consider the case of M = S3 (χ(Σ) = 2 and p = 1) and assume ∆ < 1,
then the determinant becomes
∏
ρ∈R
∏
n∈Z
(
−n−∆
ℓ
− ρ(φ)
)n−1
=
∏
ρ∈R
∞∏
n=1
(
−n + 1−∆+ ℓρ(φ)
n− 1 + ∆− ℓρ(φ)
)n
, (4.12)
which agrees with the results in [8, 10, 11] up to a phase factor.
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The determinant (4.11) contains the phase in general, but we are interested in the mat-
ters only in the self-conjugate representation in the present paper. So we now concentrate
on the absolute value of the determinant, which becomes
∏
ρ∈R
∏
n∈Z
∣∣∣∣n− 12ℓ + ρ(φ)
∣∣∣∣
− 1
2
χ(Σ)+pn−⌊p/2⌋−ρ(m)
=
∏
ρ∈R
∞∏
n=1
∣∣∣∣∣
(
n− 1
2
)2
ℓ2
− ρ(φ)2
∣∣∣∣∣
− 1
2
χ(Σ)−⌊p/2⌋−ρ(m)
×
∣∣∣∣n− 12 + ℓρ(φ)n+ 1
2
− ℓρ(φ)
∣∣∣∣
pn
=
∏
ρ∈R
|2ℓ cosπℓρ(φ)|− 12χ(Σ)−⌊p/2⌋−ρ(m)
×
∞∏
n=1
∣∣∣∣n− 12 + ℓρ(φ)n+ 1
2
− ℓρ(φ)
∣∣∣∣
pn
, (4.13)
when the matter multiplet has the canonical dimension ∆ = 1/2, where we have used the
infinite product expression of the cosine-function and the zeta function regularizations.
If the matter field is in the adjoint or self-conjugate (hypermultiplet) representation, the
dependence of the phase and ρ(m) disappears and the determinant simplifies to
ℓ−χ(Σ) dimG
∏
α>0
(2 cosπℓα(φ))−χ(Σ)+ε(p) , (4.14)
for the adjoint representation and
ℓ−χ(Σ)r
r∏
a=1
(2 cosπℓφa)
−χ(Σ)+ε(p) , (4.15)
for the self-conjugate fundamental representation ⊕, where ε(p) ≡ p−2⌊p/2⌋ = 0 or 1
such that p = ε(p) mod 2. The appearance of the cosine function cos x ∼ 1 + eix might
be related to the fermionic nature (4.8) of the matter fields with the canonical dimension.
These formulae agree with the results in [8] for M = S3.
4.2 N = 3 YMCS theory
We here comment on the case that the N = 2 supersymmetric YMCS theory with a
single massive chiral superfield in the adjoint representation, whose mass is given by the
superpotential. The on-shell fields in the vector multiplet of the YMCS theory have the
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topologically induced mass of kg2/4π, where g is the gauge coupling constant. If we
tune the mass of the adjoint chiral superfield to kg2/4π which is the same mass as the
vector multiplet, the N = 2 supersymmetry enhances to N = 3 since SO(3) R-symmetry
now acts on the triplet of the adjoint scalars in the N = 2 vector multiplet and chiral
superfield . This bare complex mass is given by the superpotential W = k
8π
TrX2. The
brane realization of this system is discussed in [27].
However this is essentially in the UV picture. In the IR limit, all massive fields
compared with the mass scale kg2/4π in the supersymmetric YMCS theory are integrated
out and flows to the N = 3 supersymmetric CS theory with the conformal symmetry.
At the conformal fixed points, the adjoint matter X decouples and the residual matter
contents reduce to the N = 2 vector multiplet only. In the localization language, this is
the consequence of the fixed point equation X = 0 from the F-term constraint µc = 0.
Thus, in the low energy limit, we obtain the partition function of the N = 3 super-
symmetric YMCS theory which is the same as the N = 2 one. Then, of course, the
supersymmetric index of this system on T 3 (χ(Σ) = 0) is the same as the index for N = 2
theory
IN=3(T 3) = k!
N !(k −N)! . (4.16)
This agrees with the observation in [30].
4.3 ABJM theory
We now apply the localization procedure to the ABJM theory [25] or its generalization
[26].
The theory has the product of the gauge groups U(N + l) × U(N) and there are
the CS couplings with the opposite level k and −k. We denote this by the symbol
G = U(N + l)k × U(N)−k and assume l ≥ 0 in the following. The ABJM theory is the
case of l = 0 and we call the ABJ theory for the general l. In the UV picture, the YMCS
theory contains a set of the vector multiplets (A, σ, Yr;λ, η, χr) and (A˜, σ˜, Y˜r; λ˜, η˜, χ˜r),
the chiral superfield in the adjoint representation (X, Yc;ψ, χc) and (X˜, Y˜c; ψ˜, χ˜c), four
chiral superfields (Zi, Y
Zi
c ;ψ
Zi, χZic ) in the bifundamental and and (Z˜i, Y
Z˜i
c ;ψ
Z˜i, χZ˜ic ) in
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the anti-bifundamental representation for i = 1, 2.
The BRST transformations are
QA = λ, Qλ = −i(LVA− dAΦ),
QA˜ = λ˜, Qλ˜ = −i(LV A˜− dA˜Φ˜),
QΦ = 0, QΦ˜ = 0,
QΦ¯ = 2η, Qη = −i(LV Φ¯− i[Φ, Φ¯]),
Q ¯˜Φ = 2η˜, Qη¯ = −i(LV ¯˜Φ− i[Φ, ¯˜Φ]),
QYr = −i(LV χr − i[Φ, χr]), Qχr = Yr,
QY˜r = −i(LV χ˜r − i[Φ˜, χ˜r]), Qχ˜r = Y˜r,
(4.17)
for the vector multiplets, where Φ = ιVA+ iσ and Φ˜ = ιV A˜+ iσ˜,
QX = ψ, Qψ = −i(LVX − i[Φ, X ]),
QX˜ = ψ˜, Qψ˜ = −i(LV X˜ − i[Φ˜, X˜]),
QYc = −i(LV χc − i[Φ, χc]), Qχc = Yc,
QY˜c = −i(LV χ˜c − i[Φ˜, χ˜c]), Qχ˜c = Y˜c,
(4.18)
for the chiral superfields in the adjoint representation, and
QZi = ψ
Zi, QψZi = −i(LVZi − i(ΦZi − ZiΦ˜)),
QZ˜i = ψ
Z˜i, QψZ˜i = −i(LV Z˜i − i(Φ˜Z˜i − Z˜iΦ)),
QY Zic = −i(LV χZic − i(ΦχZic − χZic Φ˜)), QχZic = Y Zic ,
QY Z˜ic = −i(LV χZ˜ic − i(Φ˜χZ˜ic − χZ˜ic Φ)), QχZ˜ic = Y Z˜ic ,
(4.19)
for the bifundamental and anti-bifundamental matters. The moment maps (D-term and
F-term constraints) corresponding to the auxiliary fields are given by
µr =
κ∧FΣ
κ∧dκ
+ [X,X†] +
∑
i=1,2(|Zi|2 − |Z˜i|2),
µ˜r =
κ∧F˜Σ
κ∧dκ + [X˜, X˜
†]−∑i=1,2(|Zi|2 − |Z˜i|2),
µc = π
∗dΣX − i[A,X ] + iκ∂W∂X ,
µ˜c = π
∗dΣX˜ − i[A, X˜ ] + iκ∂W∂X˜ ,
µZic = π
∗dΣZi − iAZi + iZiA˜+ iκ∂W∂Zi ,
µZ˜ic = π
∗dΣZ˜i − iA˜Z˜i + iZ˜iA+ iκ∂W∂Z˜i ,
(4.20)
where
W = Tr
[
k
8π
X2 − k
8π
X˜2 +
∑
i=1,2
(
ZiXZ˜i + Z˜iX˜Zi
)]
, (4.21)
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is the superpotential of the UV lagrangian for the N = 3 supersymmetric YMCS theory
with the ABJM (ABJ) matter contents.
We can construct a Q-exact YM action from the above BRST transformations and
the moment maps as well as we have discussed so far. And also, 1-loop determinants
are obtained from the field derivatives of the BRST transformations. However all fields
do not contribute to the determinants because the massive fields are integrated out and
disappear in the low energy limit.
The adjoint scalars X and X˜ are massive by the superpotential, so we can integrate
out these fields. The superpotential reduces to
W =
4π
k
Tr
[
Z1Z˜1Z2Z˜2 − Z1Z˜2Z2Z˜1
]
, (4.22)
which leads to the enhancement of the supersymmetry at the conformal point. In this
low energy limit, the adjoint scalars X and X˜ disappears. The partition function is ob-
tained from the 1-loop determinants of the vector multiplets and the (anti-)bifundamental
mattes. The result is
ZU(N+l)k×U(N)−kABJ
=
1
(N + l)!N !
∑
~m, ~˜m
∫ ∞
−∞
N+l∏
a=1
dφa
2π
N∏
c=1
dφ˜c
2π
(∏
a<b 2 sin
φa−φb
2
∏
c<d 2 sin
φ˜c−φ˜d
2
)χ(Σ)
∏
a,c
(
2 cos φa−φ˜c
2
)2(χ(Σ)−ε(p))
× eik[
∑N+l
a=1 (φama+
pµ
4pi
φ2a)−
∑N
a=1(φ˜am˜a+
pµ
4pi
φ˜2a)], (4.23)
where we have used the fact that the bifundamental matters, which are in the self-
conjugate representation, have the canonical dimension ∆ = 1/2. We ignore the overall
scale factor in the following. The partition function (4.23) agrees with the result for S3
[8, 11], which is the case of p = µ = 1 and χ(Σ) = 2 of ours.
Let us first consider the supersymmetric index for this system. Setting p = 0 and
using the Poisson resummation formula, the partition function on M = S1 × Σ becomes
ZU(N+l)k×U(N)−kABJ (S1 × Σ)
=
1
(N + l)!N !
∑
~n,~˜n
(∏
a<b 2 sin
π
k
(na − nb)
∏
c<d 2 sin
π
k
(n˜c − n˜d)∏
a,c(2 cos
π
k
(na − n˜c))2
)χ(Σ)
, (4.24)
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where ~n ∈ (Zk)N+l and ~˜n ∈ (Zk)N . This partition function includes various phases
(vacuum configurations), but we can easily classify them graphically by using the brane
configuration (the M2-M5 system on M-theory torus), see Figure 3. If some na and n˜b
coincide with each other, these M2 branes are decoupled from the bound state with the
M5-brane, since the connected fractional M2’s are promoted a single M2. The maximal
number of the connected fractional M2 is N for the ABJ theory. In this maximal phase,
the partition function (4.24) is factorized into
ZU(N+l)k×U(N)−kABJ (S1 × Σ) = ZU(l)kN=2 (S1 × Σ)× ZU(N)k×U(N)−kABJM (S1 × Σ), (4.25)
where ZU(l)kN=2 is the same partition function as the pure N = 2 (or equivalently N = 3)
theory with the gauge group G = U(l)k on S
1 × Σ and
ZU(N)k×U(N)−kABJM (S1 × Σ) =
1
N !
∑
~n∈(Zk)N
∏
1≤a<b≤N
(
tan π
k
(na − nb)
22N cos π
k
(na − nb)
)2χ(Σ)
, (4.26)
since na = n˜c for the connected fractional M2. This factorization also can be understood
from the brane configuration in Figure 3.
If we now consider the case of χ(Σ) = 0, namely M = T 3, we get the supersymmetric
index as the number of terms (configurations) in the partition function (4.25). Then we
find
IU(N+l)k×U(N)−kABJ = IU(l)kN=2 × IU(N)k×U(N)−kABJM , (4.27)
where
IU(l)kN=2 = kCl =
k!
l!(k − l)! , (4.28)
IU(N)k×U(N)−kABJM = kCN =
k!
N !(k −N)! . (4.29)
This index is also obvious from the brane configuration. Using the mirror symmetry be-
tween U(l)k and U(k− l)−k theories, which means IU(l)kN=2 = IU(k−l)−kN=2 , we can immediately
see the equivalence of the supersymmetric index
IU(N+l)k×U(N)−kABJ = IU(N)k×U(N+k−l)−kABJ . (4.30)
This is a proof of the equivalence suggested in [26] at the supersymmetric index level.
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Figure 3: A vacuum configuration of the ABJ theory with the gauge group U(N +
l)k × U(N)−k. The branes are placed on the compact circle along the x6-direction. So
left and right M5(NS5)-branes are identified on the circle. If positions of fractional M2-
branes coincide with each other, they become a single M2-brane wrapping around the
x6-direction and are decoupled from the M5-brane system (or can be freely removed from
the tip of the C4/Zk orbifold in the dual M-theory picture). Thus the partition function of
the ABJ theory is factorized into the fractional M2-brane sector (CS theory) and ordinary
(non-fractional) M2-brane sector (ABJM theory).
Let us pay attention to only the ABJM partition function, which is the case of l = 0
in (4.23), in the following discussions. Assuming p→∞ with fixed pµ or µ = 1 with even
kp, the partition function reduces to the discrete sum over (~n, ~˜n) ∈ (Zk)2N as discussed
in the pure CS theory
ZU(N)k×U(N)−kABJM =
1
(N !)2
∑
~n,~˜n
∏
a<b
(
2 sin π
k
(na − nb)
)χ(Σ) (
2 sin π
k
(n˜a − n˜b)
)χ(Σ)
∏
a,b
(
2 cos π
k
(na − n˜b)
)2(χ(Σ)−ε(p))
× eipik pµ
∑N
a=1(n
2
a−n˜
2
a), (4.31)
which contains the fractional M2 branes in general. The coincide integers na = n˜b stands
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for the connected fractional M2’s, which can decouple from the CS coupling (remove from
the tip of C4/Zk) since the corresponding quadratic term from the CS coupling vanishes.
In particular, if all of the fractional M2 branes connect with each other, that is n˜a = na
with a fixed order, then we obtain the partition function for the non-fractional N M2
branes
ZM2N (M) =
1
22N(χ(Σ)−ε(p))N !
∑
~n∈(Zk)N
∏
a<b
(
2 sin π
k
(na − nb)
)2χ(Σ)(
2 cos π
k
(na − nb)
)4(χ(Σ)−ε(p)) . (4.32)
It it interesting to discuss the large N behavior of the above partition function written in
terms of the discrete sum, but we leave it for future work.
5 Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper, we have investigated the supersymmetric YMCS theory on the Seifert
manifold. The partition function and the Wilson loops of YMCS theory and CS theory
at low energy can be evaluated exactly by using the localization theorem. We found that
the partition function reduces to the finite dimensional integral over the eigenvalues of
the adjoint scalar field and the summation over the classical flux configurations. In the
particular cases, the finite dimensional integral further reduces to the summation over the
discrete integer set owing to the Poisson resummation formula.
Ka¨lle´n’s cohomological field theory approach makes clear the relation to the equivari-
ant cohomology in the localization. We understand deeper the meanings of the fixed points
and constraints and how to work the localization in the supersymmetric YMCS theory.
The united cohomological approach is easily and formulated on the various topologically
distinguished three-dimensional manifolds possessing the U(1) isometry.
We also derived the supersymmetric indexes of the YMCS theory, which completely
coincide with the expected counting of the brane configurations. This derivation of the
index can be extended to more various CS theories with matters [41] and we can discuss
the dynamical supersymmetry breaking for these theories. It is also interesting to extend
these counting to the generalized index like the superconformal index. We may find
the relationships and dualities between the indexes and partition functions in various
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dimensions [42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49] through the localization of the CS theories on
the Seifert manifolds.
We did not specially discuss in the present paper the asymptotic behavior of the
partition function in the large N limit although it is important to know the M-theoretical
nature of the supersymmetric YMCS theory. We may discuss the large N limit by using
the saddle point approximation of the matrix model as well as discussed in [50, 11, 51]. On
the other hand, we find the representation of the partition function as the summation over
the non-colliding discrete integer set. This fact strongly suggests there exist a suitable
form for the large N expansion at the strong coupling and a free fermion description
of the partition function [52]. We expect that these understandings of the relationships
may lead to the remarkable Airy function interpretation of the partition function [53].
The large N limit brings us about the relation to the large N reduced matrix models as
discussed in [54, 55, 56, 57]. The reduced matrix model deconstructs the planer limit of
the continuous field theory or M-theory in the large N limit. This might be a good test
for the non-perturbative definition of string theory or M-theory.
The cohomological localization can be extended to five-dimensional contact manifold
[58]. We can also discuss the localization of the CS and YM theories on the topologi-
cally distinguished five-dimensional manifolds with the U(1) isometry, including the case
of S5 [59]. However, in contrast with the three-dimensional case, the (physical) super-
symmetric gauge theory and topological twisting theory differ with each other in general
on the higher dimensional manifolds, since the topological twist changes the spin, as a
consequence, the number of the zero modes from the original theory. So we need more
careful analysis for the higher dimensions, but the cohomological localization may be still
useful for some special cases like the circle bundle over the (hyper-)Ka¨hler manifolds like
K3 surface. It is interesting to relate the partition functions and indexes of these higher
dimensional theories with the instanton (BPS soliton) counting or the invariants of the
lower dimensional theories.
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A Topological Twist for Vector Multiplet
In this appendix we perform the topological twist of the vector multiplet following [15].
The N = 2 supersymmetric transformations for the vector multiplet on M are
δAµ = − i2(ǫ¯γµλ− λ˜γµǫ),
δσ = 1
2
(ǫ¯λ− λ˜ǫ¯),
δλ = −1
2
γµνǫFµν +Dǫ− iγµǫDµσ + 1ℓ ǫσ,
δλ˜ = 1
2
γµν ǫ¯Fµν +Dǫ¯− iγµǫ¯Dµσ + 1ℓ ǫ¯σ,
δD = − i
2
ǫ¯γµDµλ− i2Dµλ˜γµǫ+ i2 [ǫ¯λ+ λ˜ǫ, σ] + 14ℓ(−ǫ¯λ+ λ˜ǫ).
(A.1)
We obey the convection used in [10] except for the Grassmann nature of ǫ, ǫ¯ and δ. We
take ǫ and ǫ¯ to be the Grassmann even and δ to be the Grassmann odd.
We define the one-form valued twisted fermions λµ and λ˜µ by
λ = γµǫλµ, λ˜ = ǫ¯γ
µλ˜µ. (A.2)
We use gamma matrix identities
γµγν = gµν + iǫµνργ
ρ,
γµγνρ − γνργµ = −2gµργµ + 2gµνγρ,
{γµ, γν} = 2gµν .
(A.3)
and substitute (A.2) into (A.1), the supersymmetric transformations for the vector mul-
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tiplet become
δAµ = − i2(ǫ¯γµλ− λ˜γµǫ) = − i2
(
λµ − λ˜µ + iǫµνρǫ¯γρǫ(λν + λ˜ν)
)
,
δσ = 1
2
(ǫ¯λ− λ˜ǫ¯) = 1
2
ǫ¯γµǫ(λµ − λ˜µ),
δ(ǫ¯λ− λ˜ǫ) = −i2ǫ¯γµǫDµσ,
δ(ǫ¯λ+ λ˜ǫ) = −ǫ¯γµνǫFµν + 2D + 2ℓσ,
δ(ǫ¯γµλ− λ˜γµǫ) = −2ǫ¯γνǫFµν − 2iDµσ,
δD = − i
2
Dµ(ǫ¯γµλ+ λ˜γµǫ) + i2 [ǫ¯λ+ λ˜ǫ, σ] + 12ℓ(−ǫ¯λ+ λ˜ǫ).
(A.4)
Here we also used the normalization condition ǫ¯ǫ = 1. V µ = ǫ¯γµǫ defines a Killing vector
along the fiber direction. If we take constant spinor ǫ = (i, 0)t and ǫ¯ = (0, i)t, the Killing
vector becomes
ǫ¯γaǫ = δa3 (A.5)
This allow us to take Aκ, λκ and λ˜κ to be A3 and λ3 and λ˜3. We now write down the
supersymmetric transformation explicitly in each component as
δ(A1 + iA2) = −i(λ1 + iλ2),
δ(A1 − iA2) = i(λ˜1 − iλ˜2),
δAκ = − i2(λκ − λ˜κ),
δσ = 1
2
(λκ − λ˜κ),
δ(λκ − λ˜κ) = −i2Dκσ,
δ(λκ + λ˜κ) = −ǫµνκF µν + 2D + 2ℓσ,
δ(λ1 + iλ2) = −2(F1κ + iF2κ)− 2iDκσ,
δ(λ˜1 − iλ˜2) = −2(F1κ − iF2κ)− 2iDκσ,
δD = − i
2
Dκ(λκ + λ˜κ)− i2
{
(D1 − iD2)(λ1 + iλ2) + (D1 + iD2)(λ˜1 − iλ˜2)
}
+ i
2
[λκ + λ˜κ, σ]− 12ℓ(λκ − λ˜κ).
(A.6)
We now introduce new fields λz, λz¯, η, χr and Yr by
λz¯ = − i2(λ1 + iλ2)
λz =
i
2
(λ˜1 − iλ˜2)
η = − i
2
(λκ − λ˜κ)
χr =
1
2
(λκ + λ˜κ)
Yr = −iǫµνκFµν +D + 1ℓσ
(A.7)
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Rewriting (A.6) by these fields, we finally obtain the desired scalar BRST transformations
(2.16) :
QAz = λz, Qλz = iFzκ −Dzσ
QAz¯ = λz¯, Qλz¯ = iFz¯κ −Dzσ
QAκ = η,
Qσ = iη, Qη = −Dκσ
QYr = −iDκχr + i[χr, σ], Qχr = Yr,
(A.8)
where we have defined the BRST charge Q from the supercharge δ. They are also written
in terms of the equivalent form notation:
QA = λ, Qλ = −i(−idAσ + ιV F ),
Qσ = iιV λ,
QYr = −i(ιV dAχ+ [σ, χr]), Qχr = Yr.
(A.9)
B Topological Twist for Chiral Multiplet
Let us next consider topological twist of matter fields. The supersymmetric transforma-
tions for chiral multiplet on M are
δX = ǫ¯ψ′,
δψ′ = −iγµǫDµX − iǫσX + ∆ℓ ǫX + ǫ¯Fc,
δFc = −ǫ(iγµDµψ′ − iσψ′ − iλX)− 12ℓ(2∆− 1)ǫψ′.
(B.1)
We define the topologically twisted one-form fermion ψµ similar manner as vector multi-
plet by
ψ′ ≡ γµǫψµ. (B.2)
Substituting (B.2) into (B.1) and using (A.3), (A.5) and ǫ¯ǫ¯ = ǫǫ = 0, we obtain
δX = ψκ,
δψκ = −iDκX − iσX + ∆ℓ X,
δ
(
ψµ + iǫµνκψν
)
= −i(DµX + iǫµνκDνX)− iǫ¯γµǫσX + ∆ℓ ǫ¯γµǫX + ǫ¯γµǫ¯Fc,
δFc = ǫ
µνρǫγρǫDµψν + iσǫγµǫψµ + iǫγµǫλµX − ∆ℓ ǫγµǫψµ.
(B.3)
We define new fields ψ belongs to zero-form, χz¯ and Yz¯ belong to (0, 1)-form by
ψ = ψκ,
χz¯ = ψ1 + iψ2,
Yz¯ = −(Fc + i(D1 + iD2)X),
(B.4)
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and use the relations
ǫγ1ǫ = −1, ǫγ2ǫ = −i, ǫγ3ǫ = 0,
ǫ¯γ1ǫ¯ = 1, ǫ¯γ2ǫ¯ = −i, ǫ¯γ3ǫ¯ = 0, (B.5)
we obtain the scalar BRST transformations in the new variables:
QX = ψ, Qψ = −iDκX − iσX + ∆l X,
QYz¯ = −i(Dκ + σ)χz¯ + ∆l χz¯, Qχz¯ = Yz¯.
(B.6)
As explained in the article, if we include the inhomogeneous term proportional to ∆/ℓ
into the eigenvalue of ∂κ (LV ) by imposing the twisted boundary condition, the BRST
transformations reduce to the compatible form with the vector multiplet
QX = ψ, Qψ = −iDκX − iσX,
QYz¯ = −i(Dκ + σ)χz¯, Qχz¯ = Yz¯.
(B.7)
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